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My buddy is suffering therefore i turned to this book My baby brother is very ill, he's 34 and requires a
fresh liver, through zero fault of his own. I am not Jewish, but advice and sympathetic experience are
universal. I have been finding it challenging to maintain my romantic relationship with God in light of the
complete misery my buddy has gone through over the past 4 years since his initial cancer medical
diagnosis. It suddenly came to me. This journey of grief is definitely beyond expression, and I am happy
for the many ways people have found consolation in reading it. I decided to purchase it on kindle. I read it
all straight through in about 3 hours. I would recommend it to anyone suffering in any way who still
desires God within their life. I purchased this book just a few weeks ago. I also experienced a nudge to
become a better sister with the time my brother has still left. I have been type of ignoring the situation, his
pain, my family's pain, and my pain. I feel like I have very little to add to the other . Our girl passed on in
September (just two months ago), leaving a hubby, 6 month old, not to mention, many broken family
members and close friends over her passing. We all struggle with life which books helps the struggle.
Purchase it when you can. I have been struggling with just why an all powerful God is good when all the
bad points are permitted to happen A very thought provoking publication. I don't feel totally at peace
with the possibility of my brother's loss of life, but i really do feel less alone in my pain. I feel like I have
very little to add to the other 811 testimonials, so I am composing this more as a Thank You to Rabbi
Kushner, not that he'll ever see this.”. This is a wonderful book. Two words: life changing. I’ve struggling
with the hand that my family has been dealt and it offers produced me angry and resentful. Although we
will never possess the answers to all of our questions here on earth. Go through it, highlight it, reference
it often. An extremely helpful volume A really poignant book and one which has helped me out many
times over the years when I have encountered a rough patch in my life. I've since read additional books by
Rabbi Kushner, but this is actually the one I return to because of its wisdom. I changed into Judaism a
long time ago but my children is very Christian. This publication offers that in spades. Rabbi Kushner
addresses this issue of good people encountering unfortunate circumstances through the Biblical book of .
Tries to explain that God had no control over death.. I had go through this book a long time ago, however
with some recent events in my own life I decided to re-go through and the book took on new meaning.
Rabbi Kushner addresses the topic of good people encountering unfortunate circumstances through the
Biblical publication of Job. A good read when your life appears to be spiraling in a path you can't
understand. Really worth re-reading as the waves of time deposit you on different beaches, some of that
are not easy to comprehend. Although I think it has many "good" helps, I realize that the main tenent of
the reserve would not become comforting or in-line with this core beliefs. We need more who recognize
that God produced all systems which exist on earth and almost never interferes with the results that
outcomes from the options we make. Recommended by Grief Counselor Not my favorite. That isn't the
simplest way to go. Not really applicable to spiritually elevated people I believe this book will be suited
best for someone deeply rooted in religion and it's really dogma.. It sat on my nightstand for awhile
because I was so angry about the current struggles my family is normally facing and I thought to myself
“how can a silly book actually help me?I first read this reserve in college. It had been mandatory reading
in another of my psychology classes. At that time, I mentioned that the publication was well written and
offered sage guidance regarding a subject few reveal.The book took on a lot more meaning afterwards in
life nevertheless, when my wife was diagnosed with an extremely rare and aggressive cancer. She passed
away 9 months after becoming diagnosed. I go back to this book frequently, each time mining for
something I skipped upon earlier readings." I ordered the Audible and paperback variations of the book.
And mainly because a healthcare provider dealing with sick kids, I also recommend this publication to
anyone who handles suffering patients and households.I must say i recommend this book for anybody
going through a difficult time with a cherished one's illness. It will add to your humanity and by doing so,
permit you to help others on a deeper and more meaningful level. Life changing. I will say, nevertheless,



that any comfort directed at the hundreds of people who have within the reading of this publication, I
appreciate for his or her sakes. This book has suggested that lots of beliefs people (including myself) are
taught and have about God could be limiting and not correct. Another perspective is offered that helps
me understand that God could be good and why. This reserve doesn’t solve your complications, but what
it does do is open you to an entirely new mindset which allows you feel, be soft to yourself, and find the
courage and strength to move forward. this reserve was very comforting in assisting me reconcile a lot of
anger that has been directed towards God.. If your beliefs are different or are elevated you won't help you
find solace. It basically is telling you that whenever bad things happen to good people it is not gods
punishment. I’d highly recommend it to anyone who feels like giving up on the faith. Faith in the modern
world An attempt at trying to describe the meaning of clearly undeserved and unavoidable things in
today's world. Dealing with death !!; In a moment of dispair I made a decision to finally start reading this
book. Full of wisdom! Reading made easy I lost my husband 5 months ago that is a very good read, I'm
not really the kind of person to sit down and read a publication but I did with this one A must read for
someone struggling with loss. Easy read. The author uses his own tale of grief to greatly help the reader
understand why cosmic dilemma. I don't want "less of God. Each time I am consoled. I was really excited
to not just go through it myself (having read the launch and beginning chapter), but to also give it to my
husband. Anyhow. I began the book with comfort at what and ideas given, however, after hearing one
friend's review,, and looking at the 849 reviews online, I decided to cancel my purchase of the paperback
I planned on offering to my husband. Unexpected Insights Throughout a Difficult Sadness This book is
recommended for the position it takes and the explanations that most miss. I have been struggling with
why an all powerful God is good when all the bad things are permitted to happen. The name of this book.
Enlightening It presents a variety of new ideas that can really change someone’s lifestyle for the better.In
the event that you know that don't buy this book it is a waste of time and money. I believe anyone
wanting a better knowledge of who our God (Creator) is and how He interacts around - will love this
book.. Missed the mark for me. Fast delivery service Book in good shape
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